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Introduction

The Collaborative Cross (CC) is a large panel of new inbred
mouse strains derived from a common set of eight inbred
founder strains. We have developed novel methods to determine the haplotype origins in developing CC lines at any stage
of inbreeding and used them to monitor the developing CC
lines. Our methods consider how the structured pedigree (an
8-way breeding funnel) influences the genetic structure of
the resulting line. Ignoring such breeding constraints leads to
spurious inferences.
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Methods

1.A Dynamic Programming approach that constructs an optimal mosaic solution by minimizes the number of recombinations. Breeding constraints are explicitly coded as forbidden choices in this approach.
2. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that extends the classic
Lander-Green approach to handle any number of inbreeding
generations . The breeding constraints are naturally supported through representing inheritance vector as hidden states.

CC: Breeding Design and Constraints

The CC strains are derived using a funnel breeding design
which randomly recombines the genomes of the eight founders, as shown below. A resulting inbred CC strain is a mosaic
of these genomes resulting from 2 crosses (G1 and G2),
followed by at least 20 generations of inbreeding to fix the
genome leading to a new, reproducible, inbred line. Over 300
lines have undergone more than five generations of inbreeding. Given the founder haplotypes and an extant genotype, we
investigate the problem of inferring the haplotype ancestry of
the descendant genotype.

Experiment Results

We have applied these methods to more than 200 Pre-CC
lines. By resolving ambiguities using breeding constraints, our
method (GAIN) provides much cleaner results than alternative methods that do not consider pedigree (e.g., HAPPY).
Compared with Merlin (the state of the art implementation
of Lander-Green approach), GAIN infers highly consistent
mosaic structures in much shorter time.

Breeding constraints that are induced by the CC breeding
structure at generation G2:F1 are obvious. For a single site, it
is impossible to have founder ancestry either solely from the
left 4 founders or solely from the right 4 founders. At later
generations, the founder ancestry pairs seen in generation G1
never reappear.
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We provide a complete framework to investigate the genome
structure of CC lines. We have been able to detect funnel and
breeding errors and extend association mapping techniques.
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